
Stand by Naomi, 4-K, January 20 
 

Bible Story: Stand by Naomi (Ruth and Naomi) • Book of Ruth 
Bottom Line: Be the one who sticks by someone in need. 
Memory Verse: “Let us keep on running the race marked out for us.” Hebrews 
12:1b, NIrV 
Life App: Determination—deciding it’s worth it to finish what you’ve started. 
Basic Truth: I should treat others the way I want to be treated. 

 
1. Early Arriver Idea 
What You Need: an offering container, wedding item 
 
What You Do: 
Collect the offering, and then ask the kids if they can guess what Large Group might be 
about today, just by looking at the wedding item. Ask them if they know anyone who is 
married? Have they ever been to a wedding? Can they think of anyone in the Bible 
who’s married (Take names.)  

o Abraham/Sarah 
o Mary/Joseph 
o Isaac/Rebekah 
o Zacharias/Elisabeth (Mary’s cousin who the angel, Gabriel, appears to in 

the New Testament) 
o Adam/Eve 
o Jacob/Rachel 

 
 
2. Kindness Calculator 
What You Need: prepared poster board, sticky notes 
 
What You Do: 
Hand out the sticky notes and ask kids to write one thing on each note they’ve done this 
week that made them a good friend to someone else. Hang the notes up one at a time, 
starting on number 1. See if you can fill up all 24 squares with different things—if not this 
week, keep the calculator up and add to it in the weeks to come as you hear the children 
talking about their friends. You could also encourage kids to pick someone else’s idea to 
take home and try this week. 
 
What You Say: 
“Today, we are going to talk about friends—about being a good friend, sticking by a 
friend in need, and treating others the way we would like to be treated. God asks us to 
be a good friend to others and gives us many examples of this in the Bible. Let’s watch 
the video and learn how God used a lady named Ruth as an example of a good 
friend.” 
 
Play Video 
 
* 1. Friendship Maze (application activity / review the Bible story) 
What You Need: “Friendship Maze” (Activity Page); pencils, crayons or markers 
 



What You Do: 
Hand out the mazes and writing utensils. Encourage the kids to finish the maze, but 
along the way they will encounter a couple things that discourage them to finish. They 
may even get lost and have to start over! Encourage them to keep going, reminding 
them that by pushing through even when they’re confused or frustrated shows that they 
have determination. 
 
What You Say: 
“Wow! What a great friend Ruth was to Naomi! God tells us to be the one who sticks 
by someone in need, and Ruth definitely did that! Even when she had to leave the 
people and town that she loved, she was determined to be a good friend to Naomi. The 
neat thing is that after they arrived in Bethlehem and were trying to figure out what to do 
next, they met Boaz. He asked his workers to leave some grain for Ruth—not once but 
always! 
 
“Can you imagine the comfort and relief Ruth felt, having left her friends and community, 
to arrive in a new town and find a man like Boaz who AS so kind to her? And, even 
more, Boaz married her, determined to take care of her and Naomi forever! This is what 
God means when He asks us to be the one who sticks by someone in need. 
 
(Share about a time you stuck by a friend.) “This might be a new friend who 
moves into your neighborhood, like Ruth, or it may mean helping a friend who 
doesn’t like to walk into school by him/herself. God wants us to stick by these 
friends, to love them, and treat them the way we would want to be treated 
ourselves. If you do that, you’ll be the one who sticks by someone in need. It’s not 
always easy. But it’s the right thing to do.” 
 
 
2. A Sticky Race (application activity / great for boys) 
What You Need: masking tape, box of cereal or snacks 
 
What You Do: 
Instruct kids to pair up, or pair them up yourself. Help the pairs tape themselves together 
with masking tape around their legs (creating a “three-legged race”). Mark two points 
opposite each other, about 20 feet apart. Divide the pairs in half, sending half of them to 
one point in the room and half to the other. Together, they will take a box of cereal to 
another pair waiting at the other side of the room. That pair will bring the cereal back and 
hand it to the next pair, and so forth, until everyone has had a chance.  
 
What You Say: 
“This is what it means to be the one who sticks by someone in need! You and a 
friend were ‘stuck’ together. Literally. Regardless of what happened, the tape held you 
together and you could not separate. You moved together and worked together to run a 
race. When you see a friend in need, you need to ‘stick’ yourself to that friend and 
not leave his/her side until you finish the race that God has set out before you. 
Sometimes this might mean that you just try to play as much as possible with a 
friend who’s been sad lately. Or it might mean that you try to you're your room 
neat and cleaned up because you’ve noticed how your mom seems tired and busy 
lately. You can be the ONE, just like Ruth was the one to Naomi.” 
 
 



3. Sticky Verse (memory verse activity) 
What You Need: index cards or Post-It notes with memory verse on them, tape 
 
What You Do: 
The children will stick one word of the memory verse on their chest, where it’s easy to 
see. As you pass the cards or sticky notes out, help kids figure out what their word is. 
Pass the cards out in a different order to make it more challenging. The kids will work 
together (with your help) to link up by the elbows in the right order of the verse. When 
they think they have it, go down the line, saying each child’s word as you touch them 
gently on the head. If there’s a mistake, tell them how many words are out of order, but 
not which words are out of order. When everyone is in the right order, say the verse 
together as a group! 
 
What You Say: 
“Look at that. We did it!! We stuck together as friends and finished the race that was set 
out before us. Our race was to put our verse in the right order but, in life, our race can be 
many different things. God tells us that if we decide to [Impress] be the one who 
sticks by someone in need, that He will give us the strength we need to finish that 
‘race’ and stay by that friend. That’s amazing—and that’s our God!” 
 
 
Pray and Dismiss 
What You Need: labels, markers or crayons 
 
What You Do:  
The children will decorate a large label that says, “Where you go, I’ll go.” (If your labels 
are blank, help the kids write the words on them. Make your own label and hold it up or 
hand it some place that all the kids can see it.) After kids have written on and decorated 
their labels, instruct them to choose one person in need who they want to “stick by,” and 
pray for that person and themselves silently. Then they will take their label with them and 
give it to that person to wear.  
 
What You Say: 
“This week, we learned how important it is to [Impress] be the one who sticks by 
someone in need. Ruth ‘stuck’ by Naomi and we need to do the same for our friends. I 
want you to think of someone you know who needs help. We are going to pause and I 
want you to pray silently for this friend and for yourself to have the strength to stick by 
them. (Pause for silent prayer.)  
 
“I want you to take your sticker to the friend you chose to pray for today and tell 
your friend that you will be the one to stick by them, that you will be there no 
matter what. That friend will be so thankful for your kindness, just like Naomi and Ruth 
were.” 
  



Stand by Naomi, 1-2 Gr, Jan 20 
 

Bible Story: Stand by Naomi (Ruth and Naomi) • Book of Ruth 
Bottom Line: Be the one who sticks by someone in need. 
Memory Verse: “Let us keep on running the race marked out for us.” Hebrews 
12:1b, NIrV 
Life App: Determination—deciding it’s worth it to finish what you’ve started. 
Basic Truth: I should treat others the way I want to be treated. 

 
1. Early Arriver Idea 
What You Need: an offering container 
 
What You Do: 
Pass around the offering container. 
 
What You Say: 
“Does anyone know what it means to ‘stick by’ someone? It means that you’re there for 
them and try to be their friend, no matter what—even when things are hard for them. 
Who are some of the people who stuck by you when you needed help or when things 
were hard? Who have you stuck by when they needed help or things were hard for 
them? How did you help them?” 
 
 
2. Sticky Friends 
What You Need: no supplies needed 
 
What You Do: 
Kids will act out with a partner something they can do to help a friend. The rest of the 
group guesses what they are acting out. Kids can come up with their own ideas or you 
can whisper some suggestions to them (i.e., explain how to do a math problem; taller kid 
helps the shorter one reach for something high; help a friend clean their room; find a lost 
toy; give them a pencil when a friend’s pencil breaks; etc.). 
 
What You Say: 
“Good friends depend on each other. You are there for each other when the other guy 
needs help. Today you will hear about a woman who stuck by her friend when she 
really needed help.” 
 
Play Video 
 
1. Where You Go, I GO! (application activity / review the Bible story / great for 
boys) 
What You Need: “Where You Go, I’ll Go!” (Activity Page) 
 
What You Do: 
The three story cards should be hidden around the room. If they aren’t, instruct the kids 
to gather in a corner of the room with their backs to you and put their hands over their 
eyes. Hide the cards quietly while they wait. 
 



Guide kids on a hunt around the room to find the different parts of the story. Kids will be 
paired up, but they will all visit the three story cards as a group. As they walk to the first 
area, ask the shorter partner to pretend they hurt their foot and to lean on the taller 
partner as they walk. When walking from the first to the second stop, ask the taller kid to 
pretend to be blind and hold on to their partner’s arm who will guide him to the next area. 
When walking to the third area, tell the kids that they both need help because they have 
a sore knee. They can lean on their partner like in a three-legged race, walking together 
to the third area.  
 
After the cards have all been found, quickly read them in order to the group. After each 
card is read, pause and discuss what would have happened if Ruth had not stuck by 
Naomi in that situation. At the end of the story, talk about how God blessed Ruth and 
Naomi when Ruth became Boaz’s wife.  
 
What You Say: 
“Ruth was the one who stuck by Naomi when she really needed help. [Apply] We can 
be the one who sticks by someone in need too. This week, look for a friend who 
needs help. It might be something little or it might be something big that you do. 
Either way, it is a big deal to your friend and it pleases God. God wants us to 
[Impress] be the one who sticks by someone in need.” 
 
 
* 2. Use Your Brain, Don’t Be Lame! (application activity / great for boys) 
What You Need: “Brain Target” (Activity Page), beanbag 
What You Do: 
Divide the kids into two teams. Place the “Brain Target” on the floor and let kids line up 
to throw a beanbag at it. After a kid throws the beanbag, read him one of the situations 
listed below. If the beanbag lands on the no-brainer area, the kid should tell the group 
how they could respond to the situation without giving it any thought or energy. (i.e., 
ignore the situation; pretend you didn’t see the need; say I’ll help later; etc.) After the no-
brainer answer is given, challenge kids to give a “brainiac” answer—one that takes deep 
thought and consideration, weighing the costs to you for helping. 
 
If the beanbag lands on the “Brainiac” answer, kids will give an answer that involves 
some kind of investment and thinking on their part. (i.e., The kid in front of you in the 
lunch line trips and drops his lunch all over floor. No-brainer answer is to pretend like 
you didn’t notice and walk the other way. The “Brainiac” answer would be to help clean 
up the mess and either offer to share your lunch or ask an adult if they will give the kid a 
new lunch.) 
Situations 

1. You see a kid from your class on the playground crying. 
2. You see your neighbor’s dog digging up someone else’s flowers. 
3. You hear the kid next to you say they don’t understand the math page. 
4. You see that your little sister’s shoes are untied. 
5. You know that a friend is sad because her cat died. 
6. You see your mom working really hard to make dinner and you know she has a 

headache. 
7. Your friend broke his leg and is lonely because everybody is playing soccer at recess. 
8. You know your friend is upset because his parents are getting divorced. 
9. You see your friend struggling to learn how to jump rope. 
10. You see kids laughing at someone who’s new and not sure where to put his book bag 

and pencils in the classroom. 



11. Your teacher is cleaning up a mess from an art project and everyone else is playing. 
12. Your friend loses her lunch money. 

 
What You Say: 
“Being the one who sticks by someone in need isn’t always easy. [Apply] Sometimes 
you have to give up what you wanted to do or something you have. It might 
involve work and it might not be fun. But being the one to stick by someone in 
need is worth it because it helps a friend and it’s what God wants us to do. 
[Impress] Be the one who sticks by someone in need.” 
 
 
3. Memory Verse Rebus (memory verse activity) 
What You Need: Bible, butcher paper or poster board, markers 
 
What You Do: 
On a piece of butcher paper write out the verse together as a group, discussing what 
symbols and stick figures you could draw to replace some of the words in the verse. 
Pretend you’re making a code. Then try and “read” it all together. Then see if the girls 
can read it, then the boys. Ask if anyone wants to close their eyes and try to recite the 
verse without looking. 
 
What You Say: 
“Our verse tells us to keep on running the race marked out for us. [Apply] This means 
that when it comes to people in need, we need to stick by them, helping them 
whenever we can. To ‘keep on’ running the race means we use our determination to 
[Impress] be the one who sticks by someone in need. [Personalize] (Share an age-
appropriate example of when you did this for someone else or they stuck by you. 
If you have more time, you could see if the kids have examples to share as well.)” 
 
 
Pray and Dismiss 
What You Need: paper, pencils or markers 
 
What You Do: 
Hand out a blank piece of paper to each kid and instruct kids to fold the papers in half 
the long way (like a hot dog). Kids will write at the top left side of the paper the word 
Who. On the right top half of the paper kids will write the word How. You can do this with 
them. [Apply] Allow them to have a few minutes to think about who they could 
“stick by” and how they’ll stick by those people. Encourage kids to think of people 
who have actual needs, such as friends whose parents are going through divorce, or a 
sibling who is having difficulty obeying their parents. 
 
What You Say: 
“Dear God, help us to be a friend who sticks by others when they are in need. [Apply] 
Help us to know how to help and to follow through on our ideas, even when it’s 
hard or we’re busy. God, help these kids to follow through with what they put on 
their lists today. Amen. 
 
“You can take your list home and pray for those on your list this week too. Put a check or 
cross off anyone who you help, to show your progress and determination to [Impress] 
be the one who sticks by someone in need.” 



Stand by Naomi, 3-4 Gr, Jan 20 
 

Bible Story: Stand by Naomi (Ruth and Naomi) • Book of Ruth 
Bottom Line: Be the one who sticks by someone in need. 
Memory Verse: “Let us keep on running the race marked out for us.” Hebrews 
12:1b, NIrV 
Life App: Determination—deciding it’s worth it to finish what you’ve started. 
Basic Truth: I should treat others the way I want to be treated. 

 
1. Early Arriver Idea 
What You Need: an offering container 
 
What You Do: 
As each kid in your group enters, greet them enthusiastically. Tell each kids something 
that you think is great about them. Ask them about best friends. What makes a good 
one? How do you choose your friends? How do you know what kind of person is going 
to stick with you no matter what? Invite them to put their offerings in the offering 
container. 
 
 
2. Back-to-Back Relay 
What You Need: tape, ball or balloon (optional) 
 
What You Do: 
Break your group in half and then break each team into pairs. Tape a finish line on one 
end of your meeting space, and line the two teams up on the other end. Ask each pair to 
stand back-to-back with elbows laced together. (If you want to make the activity more 
difficult, require them to hold a ball or balloon between their backs.) It is important that 
they must stay connected this way through the whole race. One pair from each team 
takes off from the starting line on your “go.” When they return, the next pair may go. If 
your group is smaller and you have the space, allow pairs to race against each other all 
at once. 
 
What You Say: 
“Great job sticking together for that relay, guys! Today we’ll learn about two 
women who also stuck together.” 
 
Play Video 
* 1. Destination Determination (review the Bible story) 
What You Need: long paper, colored pencils or markers, Bibles 
 
What You Do: 
Invite kids to work together to make a large geographical map tracking the movement 
and activities of the people from the Bible story. The map does not have to be to scale or 
accurate, but it should include all of the following: Ruth, Naomi, Naomi’s husband and 
sons, Orpah, David, Jesse, Boaz, Naomi’s Relative, Moab, Bethlehem, Boaz’s field, the 
town gate. Allow kids to sketch based on what they remember from Large Group. Then 
allow them to open their Bibles to add more detail or make changes.  
 



Ask them to retell the Bible story using the map they’ve created. If time allows or after 
Small Group, let kids do a “gallery walk” and examine the other groups’ maps, leaving 
one group representative behind to explain their work and rotating every few minutes 
from group to group. 
 
What You Say: 
[Apply] “Sometimes determination isn’t about completing a task. Sometimes it’s a 
commitment to another person and going the distance with them not just with 
words, but with actions too. In families, marriage takes determination. Being a good 
sister or brother takes determination. Being a good daughter or son takes determination, 
too. What are some of the important relationships in your life? How do they require 
determination, and how can you [Impress] be the one who sticks by someone in 
need?” 
 
2. Stuck Like Gum (application activity) 
What You Need: markers and tear sheet, gum 
 
What You Do:  Talk about someone who has stuck with you, even when the 
relationship got difficult. Brainstorm with kids about how they might be the one who 
sticks by someone in need in various areas: at home, at school, hanging out with 
friends, on the sports field, etc. Talk about why it might be difficult to stand by someone, 
and come up with a few ideas for each situation where they need to use determination to 
do the right thing. Write the kids’ ideas on the tear sheet, or allow a kid to do the writing. 
After you have your ideas, pair kids up and allow pairs to act out how they can do the 
right thing in one of the situations you’ve brainstormed. When you are finished, give your 
actors a piece of gum. Tell them it was because of their good ideas about how to “stick 
together.” 
 
What You Say: 
“Ruth stepped out of her comfort zone when she followed Naomi home. She was an 
outsider in Bethlehem. Little about this new place was like where she came from. But in 
her determination to stand by Naomi, she maintained her faithful character despite a 
huge change in her circumstances. She decided to [Impress] be the one who sticks 
by someone in need.  
 
“How do you know when you should keep your commitment to stand by 
someone? Who is someone you are committed to? What could change in your 
situation in the future? How can you remain committed to this person?” (Note: 
Kids at this age may be committing hard to friendships and even boy/girl relationships. 
Make sure kids know they are not bound to stick with someone if the relationship with 
that person is a negative or dangerous one.) 
 
 
3. Campaign Determination (memory verse activity) 
What You Need: previous work, scrap paper, colored pencils, Bibles 
 
What You Do:  
Have a quick race to see who can look up this month’s memory verse first and read it 
out loud. Then give kids time to work on their advertising campaign. They will add a 
verse to their song or a section to their logo or more words/motions for their chant/cheer 



using today’s bottom line. Observe their work and creativity, giving praise and feedback. 
Next week, they’ll finish up their work and then present it to everybody. 
 
What You Say: 
“When you run a race, people are watching. The same is true in life. Others are 
watching to see what kind of person you are and what kind of friend you are. Does 
anything in your character look like the character of the people in the Bible who 
loved God? Who’s watching in your life? (Allow time for kids to respond.) Our goal is 
to [Impress] be the one who sticks by someone in need.” 
 
Optional 5th Grade Discussion Questions  
If you lead fifth graders, consider asking these discussion questions: 

• What are the best characteristics a friend can have? How can you start living out 
those characteristics and be the kind of friend you’d like to have? 

• Tell a story about a time someone didn’t give up on you. How can you do the 
same thing? (If you feel your kids can handle it maturely, ask about a time when 
either they gave up on someone or someone gave up on them. Talk about how 
they felt or how the other person probably felt.) 

• Sometimes kids make commitments to others they can’t keep. How can you 
make sure you make promises you can really keep? 

• How do you respond to a friend who doesn’t stick by you? 
• What are your commitments to your family? If you don’t have any, should you 

make some? (If you have kids of divorced parents, they might bring this subject 
up. Allow them to talk it through, but don’t let the conversation get too negative.) 

 
 
Pray and Dismiss 
What You Need: tear sheet, markers, tape, paper, pencils 
 
What You Do:  
Invite the kids in your group to choose one idea from the brainstorming session in the 
“Stuck Like Gum” activity. (If you did not do this activity, you can brainstorm ideas now.) 
Then each kid should write a prayer to God, asking His help in maintaining their 
determination to do the right thing in different places like at home, at school, hanging out 
with friends, on the sports field, etc. Close them out with a final prayer when kids are 
finished writing. 
 
What You Say: 
“God, thank You for the people in our lives who stick by us and never give up on us. 
Thank You for the examples they are and for their encouragement and support. Help us 
to be those kinds of people, too. Help us to be the one who sticks by someone in 
need, so we can be witnesses for You in our world. Because of Jesus, amen. 
 
“Most people who are determined to do something don’t just come up with 
determination on the spur of the moment. They plan. That’s part of 
determination—knowing ahead of time what you’ll do. Writing down and praying 
about how you’ll stick by someone in need is a good way to start to actually do it.” 
 


